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Health.Finance by Armada expands and adds Industry Expert to 

Advisory Board 

 Health.Finance an innovative Fintech platform built specifically for the Healthcare industry has 

added Frank Massi, 25 year veteran to the team. Frank has more than 25 years of experience in the industry 

and is considered a leader in the Revenue Cycle Management specialization and has a considerate focus on 

the “reimbursement cycle” where the clinical needs, financial interests and consumerism come together. 

 “It’s our industry’s responsibility to make the trend of patient responsibility to be more flexible so 

that it fits their needs and not always just the Provider’s. By combining the needed client flexibility is where 

Providers’ can look at new revenue sources is where Health.Finance shines!” shares Frank at a recent 

conference discussion.  

“With our technology currently in early rollout phases it’s key to have industry leaders to partner 

with us to keep up with the needs of Providers at large, and not just individual system needs. Since we have 

built our platform based on the needs and wants of our Fintech clients its’ a natural progression to make 

this available to the HealthCare industry and certainly we benefit from Frank’s involvement” shares Ralph 

Ayala, Armada’s Charmain. 

The team will continue to expand the “Experience Matters” approach from Armada Labs, the 

developers of the Health.Finance platform.  With a global footprint available to deal with custom needs 

from global, regional and national provider networks, the Health.Finance solution will lean on Armada’s 

20 year experienced team to develop, support and maintain leading Provider networks across the globe. 

 

About Armada Labs & Health.Finance  

Health.Finance is a wholly owned subsidiary of Armada Labs has created the most flexible and 

robust finance platform for the HealthCare industry. Armada has been a leading software development firm 

that harnesses roughly 20 years of industry experience to render high-level IT consulting services to 

FinTech & HealthCare companies. Headquarters is in Naples, Florida but the development center of the 

company is in Minsk, Belarus where Armada Labs is listed among Top 15 IT outsourcing companies. 

Our data-driven and consumer-centric offerings are constantly adjusting to the hottest cognitive 

technology breakthroughs. We’ve been successfully developing cloud computing software wrapped up with 

AI-trained credit scoring systems and ML underwriting algorithms that receive positive feedback from large 

industry players, including Experian, West Creek Financial, Rivo Holdings, BFS Capital and CreditorRapid 

and Fortune 100 companies alike. 


